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by Mark Willke

Childhood in Stereo

Gene Mitofsky sent a very fun
assortment of slides of him and
his sister as young children. He

explains, “Once a year, a photogra-
pher (maybe from a studio) would
come to the house, and shoot and
give us an 8x10 and a roll of Realist
slides.” He reports that there is no
information on the Kodachrome
cardboard mounts as to the name of
the photographer or studio.
The first view with the “station

wagon” was taken November 1,1955.
The second view with the tricycles
and the third view of Gene’s sister
with her doll carriage were both
taken April 27, 1956.
The photographer apparently used

a flash for these indoor shots which
made the backgrounds fairly dark,
but they still make wonderful family
keepsakes—moments of childhood
preserved in time in 3-D.

A taste of the late ’40s through the early ’60s found in amateur stereo slides

This column combines a love of stereo photography with a fondness for 1950s-
era styling, design and decor by sharing
amateur stereo slides shot in the “golden
age” of the Stereo Realist—the late 1940s
through the early 1960s. From clothing
and hairstyles to home decor to modes of
transportation, these frozen moments of
time show what things were really like in
the middle of the twentieth century.
If you’ve found a classic ’50s-era image

that you would like to share through this 
column, please send the actual slide or a
high-resolution side-by-side scan as a jpeg,
tiff or photoshop file to: Fifties Flavored
Finds, 5610 SE 71st, Portland, OR 97206.
You can also email the digital file to
strwld@teleport.com. If the subject, date, 
location, photographer or other details
about your image are known, please
include that information as well.
As space allows, we will select a couple

of images to reproduce in each issue. 
This is not a contest—just a place to share
and enjoy. Slides will be returned within 
6 to 14 weeks, and while we’ll treat your
slide as carefully as our own, Stereo World
and the NSA assume no responsibility for
its safety.
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sophisticated than a single linear
polarizing filter? But enough nit-
picking of a very impressive and lav-
ishly produced book. For a PDF of
the 1981 article “The Polaroid Vecto-
graph—Stereo’s Unkept Promise”
contact strwld@teleport.com.

So the image really belonged on
the 1940s page, where the basics of
the Vectograph are described in con-
nection with Vectographic movie
projection. But maybe a less finicky
question is why was this widely pro-
duced Vectograph not reproduced as
a stereo pair when copying them as
such involves no technology more

perhaps even a bit of guile in negoti-
ating contracts. There is plenty of
experienced coaching and other sup-
port available from our former VPs
and convention planners to insure
success, but local volunteer support
for convention staff work is absolute-
ly critical. Please contact us if you
are interested in learning more about
the position or feel that you can
help our organization in this impor-
tant role. We need your help!

(Continued on page 16)

New Life Member,
New Board Members
(Continued from page 3)

That Fly!

I t’s not generally a good idea to getoverly finicky about small details
when reviewing books that brave-

ly cover a wide swath of photograph-
ic history, in this case 3D: DOUBLE
VISION reviewed in this issue. But
when one of those details involves a
stereo image once printed in Stereo
World (and featured on the cover),
the temptation becomes simply irre-
sistible. The image is from a Vecto-
graph reproduced in 2-D on page
174 in the “3D Timeline” chapter on
the 1950s page and captioned
“Unknown photographer, Titmus Vec-
tograph Fly Test, c. 1950s.” 
While it probably was in the 1950s

that the Titmus company started
marketing this notable Vectograph
to ophthalmologists as a dependable
test of patients’ stereo vision, it was

originally produced during World
War 2 in a Cambridge, MA Vecto-
graph training class for GIs. Accord-
ing to Polaroid instructor Clarence
Romrell, interviewed for the Vecto-
graph article in SW Vol. 8 No. 5, a
student (whose name is lost to histo-
ry) had taken the sequential close-up
of a cooperative fly on a sugar cube
and used his pair of negatives to
make the iconic Vectograph in class.
It quickly became very popular and
more often printed than the military
themed stereo pairs used for training
in the class, most supplied by
Polaroid. 

A 3-D pair from the famous “Titmus Fly” vision test Vectograph, originally produced in a
Polaroid training class for the military in World War 2. See SW Vol. 8 No. 5.
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them, but never owned one. In 2003
a serious interest in stereo-photogra-
phy was kindled by a colleague who
collected stereo views of the Boer
War. On receiving an auction lot of
mixed cards, he gave her an Ameri-
ca’s Cup yacht race view knowing of
her brother’s connection to the cur-
rent manifestation of the race. This
inspired a challenge to photograph
contemporary yacht races in 3-D and
provided a perfect excuse to spend
extended time with her brother.
Claire has continued to shoot in
stereo to this day using both vintage
film and digital cameras. In 2017,
along with a crew of neophyte stereo
fans in Portland, she built and
became the Proprietress of The Pud-
dletown Panorama—a mobile exhibit
space for stereo cards based on the
Kaiserpanorama.
Claire joined the Cascade Stereo-

scopic Club in 2004 and went on to
serve on its Board for many years
(and that of the 3D Center of Art
and Photography) as well as actively
volunteering to staff the Center
where she also held the unofficial
post of Collections Manager of the
Center’s historic holdings. Claire has
been an occasional member of the
Stereo Club of Southern California,
is a member of The Stereoscopic
Society, a Board Member of 3-D SPACE,
and a member of the NSA since 2004.

Along with her much missed mentor
and friend, Ray Zone, she founded
the annual NSA 3-D Art Gallery
which she continues to chair at our
annual convention.
“This curious world we inhabit is more

wonderful than convenient; more beautiful
than it is useful; it is more to be admired
and enjoyed than used.”
– Thoreau

Volunteers Needed!
We have always been an organiza-

tion of volunteers who have given
generously of themselves and their
time. Our committees, board, and
convention volunteers have served
the NSA well and we are genuinely
grateful for their service and contri-
butions. Our annual conventions are
important team efforts, but we need
a leader to help plan and organize
them.
Unfortunately, there is currently a

serious gap in our organization—we
have been without, and unable to
recruit, a Vice President for Activities
almost two years now. The VP for
Activities’ role coordinates selection
of locations and works in conjunc-
tion with the local convention chair
and volunteers to host and support
each convention. This position is
critical to our organization and
requires travel to potential conven-
tion locations along with savvy and

(Continued on page 2)

Outgoing Chairman of the NSA
Board of Governors, Lawrence
Kaufman, has been honored by

receiving only the sixth Life Mem-
bership awarded by the National
Stereoscopic Association! Lawrence’s
nine years as President and five years
as Chairman saw our organization
through a period of transition from a
casual club to the modern 501(c)(3)
that we are still becoming. We are
deeply indebted for his service. 
Our organization continues to

evolve! Following the retirement of
Lawrence Kaufman, Russell Norton
has been elected to fill the position
of Chairman. We have a newly
designed website online at Stere-
oview.org / StereoWorld.org, and we
are fortunate to have two excellent
new additions to the Board: Steve
Berezin from Mission Viejo, Califor-
nia and J. Claire Dean from Portland
Oregon.

New board members
By way of introduction Claire and

Steve have been invited to say a few
words about themselves.

From Steve Berezin: 
Steve has been working with stereo

photography since seeing a Civil War
stereocard exhibition at the Getty
Museum over 20 years ago. He also
has early Keystone views and a view-
er with stereoviews of his Grandfa-
ther’s family taken in 1932. After
photographing Carlsbad Caverns
with slow Kodachrome film, Steve
was forced to design his own 3-D
viewer for the severely underexposed
photographs. Using the viewer
design he started his own company
Berezin Stereo Photography Products
in 1998 to produce and market the
viewers. Now Berezin Stereo offers all
sorts of products for stereo photogra-
phy, video and 3-D computer imag-
ing. Steve has also served as presi-
dent of the LA3D Club from 2000-
2002, and as the chairman of 3Dcon
in 2012 and 2017.

From J. Claire Dean: 
J. Claire Dean is a professional art

conservator based in Portland, Ore-
gon. Like many of us, she has child-
hood memories of enjoying 3-D,
although as a Brit she considers her-
self culturally deprived, having most-
ly missed out on an early exposure
to the View Master—she remembers

New Life Member, New Board Members
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3D-Con2018
F rom July 17th to the 23rd, 255

people attended all or part of
3D-Con 2018 at the Embassy

Suites Hotel in Independence, Ohio
near Cleveland. With a well experi-
enced team in charge, the over-
whelming reaction of attendees was
that it was one of the best organized
ever. Large signs in the hall near the
Stereo Theater and workshop rooms
provided photos and information
about guest speakers, the presenters
of shows and workshops, and their
topics. With large format printed
programs a thing of the past at 3D-
Cons, these were especially helpful.
The layout of event locations was
truly compact, with shorter walks
than usual. (The map in the pocket
guide was wonderfully simple, and
didn’t require reduction to microfilm
size to fit on the page.) Most
Embassy Suites hotels, with their free
breakfasts and afternoon happy
hours, are about the same except for
different fountains at the base of the

elevators. But this one
(with a helpful staff
happy to offer their shut-
tle), is unique at least for
the walk-in closet size of
its hotel store, small by
any standards, but we’d
been hopelessly spoiled
by the 24/7 market/cafe-
teria facility in the Hotel
Irvine last year.

Awards Banquet
This year’s Saturday

evening Awards Banquet
drew 115 people to the
hotel’s atrium dining
area—a very public
venue with efficient food
service but less than ideal
acoustics for the announce-
ments. The gazebo structure
at the center of the atrium
provided a novel backdrop for the
ceremonies overseen by NSA Presi-
dent John Bueche.

NSA Awards
THE WILLIAM C. DARRAH “FELLOW OF

THE NSA” AWARD for Distinguished
Scholarship and Extraordinary Knowl-
edge of Stereoscopy went to Jeremy
Rowe. The NSA Board member con-
tributed the article “Helen Keller and
the Francis (Frank) Byron Nightingale
‘Palawoo’ Stereoviews” (Vol. 43 No. 4
page 4) as well as earlier Arizona related
articles. A look at his vintagephoto.com
website quickly reveals the range of
interests and accomplishments of this
noted collector, dealer and photohisto-
rian. From his current position as a Sen-
ior Research Scientist at the New York
University College of Nursing through
his professional history and published
articles, clicking on his resume brings
up a list that’s exhausting just to read,
much less think about actually doing it
all!

THE ROBERT M. & LOIS WALDSMITH
AWARD for Meritorious Service and
Extraordinary Contribution of Time and
Effort to the NSA went to John Wald-
smith, a founding member of the NSA
and first Editor of Stereo World. His 2002
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3D-Con2018
Part1

by John Dennis

The NSA banner on a balcony above the Embassy Suites
atrium announced for all to see just what group packed
the hotel that week. 
(Photos and stereos by the author except as noted.)

A rare aerial shot of an NSA Awards Banquet, looking down from an upper floor into the
Embassy Suites atrium Saturday evening.
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book Stereo Views, An Illustrated History
& Price Guide remains a unique and
valuable source for collectors. His efforts
cover many areas of the NSA, from man-
aging Trade Fairs to serving as Vice Pres-
ident for Activities. He shared the Meri-
torious Service Award with his parents
Robert and Lois in 1984 (the award that
now bears their names for years of man-
aging membership and other services).
In 1989 he received what is now the
Ray Zone Award for Best Stereo World
Article on Historical Stereoscopy, and in
1993 he received what is now the
WILLIAM C. DARRAH “FELLOW OF THE
NSA” AWARD.

THE NSA HONORARY LIFETIME MEMBER-
SHIP AWARD for Long, Dedicated Serv-
ice to the NSA went to outgoing NSA
Board Chairman Lawrence Kaufman
who began serving as Stereo World Con-
tributing Editor in 1999, became NSA
Vice President in 2004 and President in
2005, and moved to chairman of the
Board in 2013. As Contributing Editor,

Lawrence has kept Stereo World readers
up on 3-D news from Hollywood with
awards reports, upcoming 3-D film lists
and articles like “Creature From the
Black Lagoon Approaches 65” in our
previous issue.

A SPECIAL RECOGNITION AWARD for
Outstanding Service to the NSA went to
Michael and Maxine Tubbe for their
very professional work on the new NSA
website, still stereoworld.org but full of
valuable information and ready for
more content from members!

A SPECIAL RECOGNITION AWARD for
Outstanding Service to the NSA went to
Terry Wilson for her dedicated work on
NSA convention websites since at least
2010, dealing promptly with countless
last minute changes every year.

Stereo World Awards
THE RAY ZONE AWARD for Best Stereo
World Article on Historical Stereoscopy
went to Denis Pellerin for his column
“European Gems – Stereoviews from Old
Europe & The Stories Behind Them”
with installments in Stereo World Vol. 43,
Numbers 1, 2, 4, 5 & 6.

THE LOU SMAUS AWARD for Best Stereo
World Article on Modern Stereoscopy

went to Rosalie Chandler for “Experi-
mental Filmmakers Take 3-D To New
Dimensions” in Stereo World Vol. 43
Number 6.

Stereo Theater Awards
THE PAUL WING AWARD (Best of Show)
went to Robert Bloomberg for “STEREO –
A Love Song to 3D,” which was pre-
viewed last year as a work in progress
and widely anticipated this year as a
finished gem.

THE BEST HISTORICAL/ARCHIVAL SHOW
AWARD went to Andrew Hurst for “125
Years of the Stereoscopic Society.”

THE BEST PHOTOGRAPHY: STILL OR
VIDEO AWARD went to John Hart (CO)
for “Alien Gardens.”

NSA Card Competition 
THE TEX TREADWELL AND VINTAGE

AWARDS went to Michael McEachern
for “1899 Crow Powwow at Castle Rock.”

FIRST PLACE, MODERN went to Oktay
Akdeniz for “Archeology in Infrared.”

SECOND PLACE, MODERN went to Diego
Ruiz for “Visiting The Past.”

THIRD PLACE, MODERN went to Linda
Nygren for “Favorite Florida Birds.”

5September/October 2018

Outgoing Chair of the NSA Board of Directors Lawrence Kaufman learns of his Honorary Lifetime
NSA Membership Award at the conclusion of the 2018 Awards Banquet.

NSA founding member and first Stereo
World editor John Waldsmith holds up
the Robert M. & Lois Waldsmith
Award, named for his parents, which
he was given in recognition of his
many years of service to the NSA and
the wider stereo community.
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On-Site Image Competition
FIRST PLACE went to Linda Nygren for
“Teasel.”

SECOND PLACE went to Robert
Bloomberg for “Bee.”

THIRD PLACE went to George Themelis
for “Feathered Friend.”

THE SPECIAL TUESDAY TOUR AWARD
went to Andrew Hurst for “Faberge Egg.”

Digital Image Showcase
Competition
FIRST PLACE went to Robert Bloomberg
for “Paris Reflects on London.”

SECOND PLACE went to George Themelis
for “Great Horned Owl Close Up.”

THIRD PLACE went to George Themelis
for “Chipmunk.”

NSA Art Gallery
The 12th year of the gallery

included a variety of lenticular,

6 September/October 2018   

Flanked by Barb Gauche
and John Bueche,
Michael and Maxine
Tubbe display their 
Special Award for Out-
standing Service to the
NSA in recognition of
their continuing work on
the new NSA website.

Michael McEachern’s exhibit “1899 Crow Powwow at Castle Rock” won the Vintage cate-
gory and the Tex Treadwell Award in the NSA Stereoview Competition. During the Trans-
Mississippi Exposition of 1898 Frank A. Rinehart and Adolph R. Muir photographed many
Native Americans. In 1899 they visited the Crow Reservation in Montana and took views
of a large powwow including this one titled “CHIEF WET.”

Announcing winners of
the On-Site competition,
Gwen Bueche glances at
her father, NSA President
John Bueche, as he
details prizes donated by
the London Stereoscopic
Company. Third Place
winner George Themelis,
right, had earlier won
Second and Third Place
in the Digital Image
Showcase competition.
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anaglyphic and pair prints as well as
a projected hologram and some very
large anaglyphs of Pluto stereos from
images used in Paul Schenk’s Friday
evening special presentation on the
New Horizons Mission.
The exhibit is open to all stereo

artists looking for a place to show
their work in a mostly non-competi-
tive setting where new and experi-
mental approaches to 3-D art are
encouraged. The exception is the
“Artist’s Choice Award”, bestowed on
one Gallery exhibitor by their fellow
exhibiting artists. This year’s award
went to David Tank for “Mischievous
Dolls in my Victorian Photo Studio,”
a large array of well illuminated
anaglyphic stereos showing dolls
perched on antique viewers and
cameras.

Special Presentations
Four guest speakers presented spe-

cial shows in the Stereo Theater
auditorium on Thursday, Friday and
Saturday.

Narrative Stereo
Dr. Melody Davis spoke Thursday

evening on “The Audience for Narra-
tive Stereo – Yesterday and Today”
based on her 2015 book, Women’s
Views: The Narrative Stereograph in
Nineteenth-Century America (SW Vol.
41 No. 4 page 34), which has since
become a college textbook.
The narrative stereoview’s appeal

to domestic audiences created a mar-
ket for the female customer in the
nineteenth and early twentieth cen-
turies. This market was well docu-
mented by Davis’ twenty-year study
of comic and sentimental (narrative)
stereographs. She discussed the
development of both market and
viewing public, interpreting the flow
of historical change in women’s lives
as represented in narrative subjects,
and their 3-D form. She covered new
research on collecting and gifting
habits among women, presenting
original discoveries on the culture of
women’s dirty jokes in stereo, print
making, and comic farces. Thanks to
digital information, we can recon-
struct the lives behind the collecting
habits that contributed to stereogra-
phy’s great historical popularity.
Melody Davis is an Associate Pro-

fessor of art history at The Sage Col-
leges, where she teaches the history
of stereography and photography. Dr.
Davis has published and spoken
internationally, most recently for

7September/October 2018

First Place winner in the NSA Stereoview Competition’s Modern category was Archeology in the
Infrared by Oktay Akdeniz. This view, “Ephesus-Celsus Library,” shows the effect of that tech-
nique on the 117 A.D. Roman structure located on the southwest coast of Turkey.

“Teasel” by Linda Nygren won First Place in the 2018 On-Site Image Competition. 

Winner of the special Tuesday Tour “On Site” competition, “Fabergé Egg” by Andrew Hurst
shows the 1915 Imperial Red Cross Easter Egg and was taken using a Lumix 3D1 held close to
the glass cabinet in the Cleveland Art Museum during Excursion #1.
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Concordia University’s annual
Speaking of Photography lecture. She
has received a Henry Luce/ACLS fel-
lowship and Schact grants (Sage Col-
lege) for her scholarship. She is also
the author of a study on the male
nude in photography and three
books of poetry. She has held
National Endowment for the Arts
and Pennsylvania Council of the
Arts fellowships for her poetry and
nonfiction. (See the article in this
issue based on her presentation.)

Smitten 3D
Animator/filmmaker/composer Jeff

Boller presented “Smitten 3D: An
Animated Work in Progress” Friday
afternoon. He screened excerpts
from his 3-D animated music video
movie, Smitten 3D. (SW Vol. 42 No. 5
page 31.) Interspersed were complet-
ed animated segments, with stereo-
scopic behind-the-scenes demonstra-
tions of his often unorthodox CG
filmmaking techniques. The 
presentation can be seen at
tinyurl.com/ycq6voy7.
Boller is an award-winning film-

maker and composer. He founded
the Pittsburgh, PA-based power pop
outfit The Simple Carnival and has
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First Place in the 2018
Digital Image Showcase
(this year sponsored by
the NSA), went to Robert
Bloomberg for “Paris
Reflects on London.” The
metal spheres are part of
a sculpture at the Palais
Royale in Paris; the
columns are a mirrored
treatment of the 
entryway to London’s
Museum of Natural 
History.

David Tank, standing,
explains his Art Gallery
entry “Mischievous Dolls
in my Victorian Photo
Studio” to Jim Langan,
viewing one of the
anaglyphs. The large
array of images won the
2018 Artist’s Choice
Award.

In this image from David Tank’s Art Gallery entry “Mischievous Dolls in my Victorian Photo 
Studio,” dolls find perches on a multiple image viewer and more precariously on an H.C. White
“plumbers nightmare” viewer. Other images feature dolls on more viewers and 
cameras in the studio.
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had a critically acclaimed album
(Girls Aliens Food) land on a number
of critics’ year-end “best of” lists. In
recent years, he has attracted atten-
tion with his animated 3-D music
videos.
The 40-minute Smitten 3D is

intended to be a companion piece to
The Simple Carnival’s final album
released in 2017, Smitten. Boller’s
low-budget techniques for animated
stereoscopic filmmaking typically
include the use of hand-drawn ani-
mation, painted backgrounds, con-
struction paper cutouts, and lots of
custom software development. You
can find more about his work at 
sundriftproductions.com.

Pluto
The New Horizons mission to

Pluto and how stereos were obtained
and processed was the subject of Dr.
Paul Schenk’s Friday evening presen-
tation, “New Horizons Mission,”
which launched on Jan. 19, 2006
and conducted a six-month-long
reconnaissance flyby study of Pluto
and its moons in summer 2015, cul-
minating with the closest Pluto
approach on July 14, 2015. He has
been a co-investigator on the New
Horizons mission to Pluto and
beyond, responsible for cartography
and topography. (As part of an
extended mission, the spacecraft is
expected to encounter a small trans-
Neptunian object on January 1, 2019,
heading farther into the Kuiper Belt
to examine another of the ancient,

icy mini-worlds in that vast region,
at least a billion miles beyond Nep-
tune’s orbit.) See tinyurl.com/y8kucrwa.
Dr. Schenk went over the mission

in detail, from planning and the
launch to the tense hours of the
flyby with photos taken in the con-
trol room including a shot of Brian
May’s visit to view the first stereo
pair, assembled from two more dis-
tant shots than from the close flyby.
While only about eight images use-
ful for close stereos of Pluto and its
moon Charon resulted, the resolu-
tion and detail make it possible to
zoom in and pan around, making
the most of what was captured as
sequential stereo imagery while trav-
eling at about 15 kilometers per sec-
ond. Seeing these stereos projected
on the big screen kept the audience
in rapt silence at first, as if breathing
too heavily might cause some after-
the-fact course deviation. But once
invited, questions could
no longer be contained
and they encouraged
even more detailed and
interesting revelations.
One, for instance, ques-
tioned why Pluto’s rota-
tion during the few
hours between sequen-
tial image scans didn’t
produce shadow discrep-
ancies. The answer was
that Pluto rotates once
in about six Earth
days—too slow to create

serious 3-D shadow problems but
also too slow for good mapping of
the full globe during a fast flyby.
The stereos themselves perfectly

reveal features like rifts with extreme
elevation differences between sides,
dramatic cratering, and flows of less
than completely solid frozen nitro-
gen (even at close to absolute zero),
“migrating” to lower areas in a form
of glaciation. See SW Vol. 22 No. 1
for Dr. Schenk’s article “3-D moons:
Hyperstereo of the Outer Solar 
System.”
Paul Schenk’s first formal introduc-

tion to planetary sciences was as a
NASA Planetary Geology summer
intern in 1979 at JPL during the Voy-
ager 2 Jupiter encounter. Since 1992
he has also been an intern advisor
for the Lunar and Planetary Insti-
tute’s (LPI) summer intern program.
Since arriving at the LPI in 1991, he
has been using Voyager, Galileo, and
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Melody Davis takes
questions from the 

audience following her
special Thursday evening

presentation “The 
Audience for Narrative
Stereo – Yesterday and

Today.” See “A Victorian
Women’s Dirty Joke” on
page 22, based on her

presentation.

From Jeff Boller’s Saturday afternoon special presentation
“Smitten 3D: An Animated Work in Progress.” See the
full event at tinyurl.com/ycq6voy7.

Barb Gauche, John
Bueche and Paul Schenk
go over the introductory
notes for Dr. Schenk’s
Friday evening special

presentation on the New
Horizons Mission and

Stereo Imagery of Pluto.
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Cassini stereo and monoscopic
images to map the topography and
geology of the icy outer planet 
satellites.
He has also been a stereo image

aficionado for many years, and in
1997 completed an educational CD-
ROM entitled 3-D Tour of the Solar
System showing the planets in 3-D.
Other interests include 20th Century
history, the Titanic, volleyball,
stained glass, scuba, and deep sea
diving. In 2012, his Atlas of the
Galilean Satellites (© 2010) was pub-
lished. He was a Participating Scien-
tist on the DAWN (at Vesta) and
Cassini missions, studying impact
cratering on small bodies and plume
deposition processes on Enceladus.

Victorian Studios
Photo historian Denis Pellerin

took us on a 3-D tour of the most
popular British studios of Victorian
days, with a look at their continental
counterparts in his Saturday evening
keynote presentation “Stereoscopic
Studios in the Victorian Era.” Shown

were the Victorians as never seen
before, but as they appeared to their
loved ones through the lenses of
Claudet, Beard, Mayall, Kilburn, T. R.
Williams and others. (See his article
in this issue “Tinted Stereoscopic
Daguerreotypes in Victorian London”
based on the keynote presentation.)
Denis Pellerin was a teacher for

thirty years before being “liberated”
by Brian May who made him the
curator of his extensive collection of
Victorian stereographs and enabled
him to indulge in his long-standing
passion for history and stereoscopy.
Denis is well known to readers of
Stereo World for his Ray Zone Award
winning column “European Gems.”
He has written and co-written sever-
al books and articles, both in French
and English, and delights in
researching the early years of Stere-
oscopy and adding to Brian’s 
collection.

Excursion #1, The Tuesday
Tour Around Cleveland
(Thanks to Andrew Hurst for this description.)

Lolly the Trolley, a vintage looking
open sided and wooden seated trol-
ley bus, took us for a full day guided
tour of downtown Cleveland. First
stop was the Cleveland Script Sign
for photos across the river of the
Cleveland skyline and a great oppor-
tunity for a group photo. Next stop
was the historic Arcade—the first
indoor shopping centre in America,
a five story thoroughfare of shops
and restaurants now part of the
Hyatt Regency Hotel. A wonderful 
3-D subject with multiple iron bal-
conies, ornate lamps and a curved
glass roof. Just outside we also got
the opportunity to photograph the
magnificent Soldier’s and Sailor’s
Monument. We then went to Play-
house Square & the world’s largest
outdoor chandelier (SW Vol. 43 No.
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All 31 participants in Tuesday’s Tour Around Cleveland gathered at the Cleveland Script
Sign for this shot with the Cleveland skyline in the background. The “Lolly the Trolley” 
driver used tour guide Leslie Feagan’s camera so nobody would be left out.

Stereo World
contributor Denis Pellerin
introduces his Saturday
evening keynote 
presentation 
“Stereoscopic Studios 
in the Victorian Era.” 
See page 14.
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4 page 3). We had an interesting tour
of the interiors of several connected,
beautiful theaters with many huge
chandeliers and murals. Then our
trolley driver and very knowledge-
able guide gave us a brief tour
through Lake View Cemetery where
we saw the resting place of many of
Cleveland’s most famous residents
including the monuments of John D.
Rockefeller and President James A.
Garfield. We were then dropped off
in Little Italy for lunch, a quaint area
with many wonderful restaurants, an
ice cream parlor and patisserie.
The afternoon began with a brief

hot and humid visit to the Rocke-
feller Greenhouse with a varied col-
lection of exotic plants ideal for
close-up 3-D. Next was University
Circle to make our own choice of
several museums in the area for the
remainder of the afternoon, with
most of us going to the Cleveland
Art Museum with its very eclectic

mix of art from all around the world,
ranging from suits of armor to many
religious artifacts. There were huge
oil paintings and sculptures and
exquisite Tiffany glass and Fabergé
jewelry. Special thanks to local mem-
ber Leslie Feagan for looking after us
all day and getting the convention
off to a great start.

Excursion #2, 3-D Movie
Night at the Capitol Theater
The tour included time for the 71

participants to have dinner in the
Gordon Square Arts District, within
blocks of the historic 1921 Capitol
Theater (SW Vol. 43 No. 4 page 32).
Renovated to its original design in
2009, the Capitol was the evening’s
venue for the 1953 3-D film Gun
Fury, starring Rock Hudson, Donna
Reed, Phil Cary, Lee Marvin and
Roberta Haynes. Directed by the
famous Raoul Walsh, the film (his
only in 3-D) is widely regarded as a
better than average western and the

3-D is dramatic despite, like House of
Wax, its director having only one
eye. A 3-D Blu-Ray is available from
twilighttimemovies.com .

Excursion #3, Dinner With 
the Fishes
The NSA reserved the Greater

Cleveland Aquarium in the historic
FirstEnergy Powerhouse building on
the west bank of the Cuyahoga River
for the 65 members on a Sunday
evening tour of the facility, complete
with pizza, sandwiches and drinks. A
wide variety of local and tropical fish
(plus some turtles and one very
friendly lizard) were to be seen along
the labyrinthine hallways past eight
galleries and over 50 exhibits, culmi-
nating with a winding, transparent
tunnel (the “SeaTube”) through the
huge shark tank. Nearby, a special
viewing device demonstrated what
“shark vision” is like, with your eyes
pointing in opposite directions from
either side of your head—disconcert-
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Leo Gordon as Tom
Burgess takes aim in a
frame pair from Gun

Fury, the 3-D film that
drew 71 NSA people to

the historic Capitol 
Theater during 
Excursion #2.

The winding, transpar-
ent “SeaTube” beneath
the huge shark tank in
the Greater Cleveland

Aquarium was crowded
at times with stereogra-
phers dealing with low

light and fast fish. 
Near one end of the 175
foot tube, two of them

talk while a shark
approaches.

With no flash allowed,
this rescued tortoise

made a fine, slow mov-
ing subject for stereos—
unlike many of the lively
fish in the Greater Cleve-

land Aquarium tanks
during excursion #3.
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ing, to say the least, for stereo
enthusiasts! Dinner was avail-
able around a big, round, open-
topped tank filled with sting
rays, into which visitors are
invited to dip their hands and
gently touch one of the con-
stantly circling (mostly counter-
clockwise) creatures. See greater-
clevelandaquarium
.com.

Excursion #4, Rocking the
North Shore
The final event of 3D-Con

2018 was the Monday visit to
the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame
and the Great Lakes (Cleveland)
Science Center next door. After
receiving wrist bands for both
attractions, the 43 NSA visitors
were free to wander freely
between both buildings, shoot-
ing stereos as they went. Inside,
the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame
building is just as exciting as
the outside, with multiple esca-
lators taking people to every
level. One even skips the ground
floor for those wanting to go from
the lower level exhibits to those on
level 2. 

As you might expect, instruments
and costumes from stars of every age
and background are displayed
between listening stations and walls
filled with band posters. Early
recording and radio pioneers are well

covered, and one large room
provides functioning pinball
machines featuring various
bands, including a spooky
“Alice Cooper’s Nightmare Cas-
tle” machine with very creative
(and tricky to photograph)
lighting. If you didn’t find your
favorite performer or group at
first, it paid to keep looking
because some (Link Wray for
example), are on different lev-
els and areas. Along a level 3
hall are etched panels with the
names and signatures of
inductees. Kind of fun finding
the one for Queen, with NSA
member Brian May’s name on
it! See rockhall.com/exhibitguide.
Across a stretch of lawn the

Great Lakes Science Center is
easily identified by a full size
wind turbine in front, helping
provide power for the building.
Inside, an impressive array of
exhibits invite young and old
to experience science hands-on,
from electrical basics to optical

and sound displays and some sturdy
devices revealing basic physics. On
the main floor, the NASA Glenn Visi-
tor Center features the actual 1973
Skylab Apollo capsule along with lots
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Looking up in the Rock
and Roll Hall of Fame,
what at first looks like a
flying balcony actually
takes visitors from Level
4 to Level 5. Much of
the open interior is a
maze of hanging stage
lights and escalators.
See rockhall.com.

Neon 3-D fan David
Kuntz shoots the sign
from the window of
iconic Sun Records’ 
original Memphis studio.
Behind it, 1950s record-
ing equipment is exhibit-
ed in the Rock & Roll
Hall of Fame.

In a long hall on the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame’s Level 3
is this panel for Queen (inducted 2001) that includes
NSA member and Stereo World contributor Brian May,
who sent a video shown during Denis Pellerin’s keynote
presentation expressing regret that he couldn’t make it
to 3D-Con 2018.
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of space mission artifacts including a
moon rock from Apollo 15. Decks on
the first and upper levels provide a
great view of Lake Erie and the
steamship William G. Mather, a mar-
itime museum that unfortunately
wasn’t open Monday. Undaunted,
some NSA tourists shot stereos of the
ship from the dock and the walk-
ways near the Science Center. See
greatscience.com.

The 2018 3D-Con Committee
Co-Chairs: 
John Bueche and Barb Gauche

Coordinators: 
Mary Ann and Wolfgang Sell

Registration: Barb Gauche

Treasurer: Bill Moll

Webmistress: Terry Wilson

Stereo Theater: 
John Ribarich and Jay Horowitz

Workshops: George Themelis

Trade Fair: Wolfgang Sell

Art Gallery: J. Claire Dean

Auction: Bob Duncan

Schedule and Onsite Booklet: 
Karen Bueche

Meals and Excursions: 
John Bueche and Barb Gauche

Tour Guide: Leslie Feagan

NSA Card Exhibitions: Bill Kiraly

Cleveland Card Exhibit: John Waldsmith

SSA Card Exhibition: 
Betty Drinkut and Gene Mitofsky

Digital Image Showcase: 
John Bueche, and Paul Gauche

Onsite Image Competition: 
Gwen Beuche, John and Karen Bueche

VR Chair: Jay Horowitz

Special Thanks To
American Paper Optics, for Stereo Theater
glasses and anaglyphic glasses

Image3D, for souvenir 3D-Con reels

Embassy Suites, Kelly McClardy and
MaryAnn Collins for help with meeting
rooms and events

Destination Cleveland, for help with
tours and guides

Playhouse Square, for a behind the scenes
tour Tuesday

Capitol Theater, Dave Huffman for help
with Wednesday’s 3-D movie

Jay Horowitz, for the promo video

Detroit Stereographic Society, for their
screen, projector and computer in work-
shops

Rick Shomsky, for transporting equip-
ment and providing a workshop 3-DTV

London Stereoscopic Company, for a
book in the auction and prizes for 
competitions

Coming in part 2:
The Stereo Theater, workshops,

Special Interest Groups, the Trade
Fair, the auction and whatever didn’t
fit in Part 1.

Next Year
3D-Con 2019 will be July 30

to August 5, Akron OH at the
Hilton Akron/Fairlawn. Same
great team, same great state!
Details will be at 
3d-con.com.
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Encased in a plastic
pyramid, a moon rock
from Apollo 15 gets
stereographed with a
Fuji W3 in the NASA
Glenn Visitor Center 

area of the Great Lakes
Science Center during

Monday’s Excursion #4.

Although not open for
the Monday tour, the

steamship and museum
William G. Mather was a

hard to ignore photo
target at the Great

Lakes Science Center, its
massive bow here seem-

ing to tower over the
nearby Rock and Roll

Hall of Fame.
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Commentators on the Great
Exhibition that was held in
London in 1851 could not help

noticing the superiority of the Amer-
ican daguerreotypes as compared to
the production of other countries
and more particularly Britain.
Although the Daguerreotype was
invented in France and revealed to
the world in Paris in the early part of
1839, it was in the United States that
it immediately
thrived and that it
was first applied to
portraiture. It must
be said, however,
that British photog-
raphers had been at
a great disadvantage
from the start. France had bought
Daguerre’s invention and generously
given it to the world but not before
Daguerre had patented his process in
England, Wales, Berwick-on-Tweed
and the English colonies. With the
exception of Scotland, there was no
part of Britain where you could prac-
tice the daguerreotype without buy-
ing an expensive license from
Daguerre’s agent Miles Berry, or, after
1841, from Richard Beard, a grocer

turned coal-merchant then photog-
rapher, who opened the first portrait
studio in Britain in March 1841. And
if you wanted to try your hand at
William Henry Fox Talbot’s alterna-
tive calotype process, also revealed to
the world in 1839, you couldn’t do it
without buying another expensive
license from the inventor, unless you
were an amateur. It is not surprising
then, that the development of com-

mercial photography in Britain had a
very slow start and that there were
only 51 photographic artists in the
whole of the country at the time of
the 1851 census. As a comparison,
the Paris trade register for the same
year lists 54 daguerreotypists and
since not everyone paid for their
name to appear there we can esti-
mate the actual number of photo-
graphic artists in the French capital
at the time to be twice that number.
And that was for Paris only!
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Tinted Stereoscopic Daguerreotypes 
in Victorian London
Before you start reading the short piece on

tinted stereoscopic Daguerreotypes in Vic-
torian London, which was the subject of my
keynote presentation at this year’s NSA Con-
vention in Independence, [Cleveland] Ohio, I
would like to give a few thanks. First of all I
would like to thank John Dennis, the editor
of this magazine, who has been doing such a
good job over all these years, and patiently
puts together, in the best possible way, the
texts and photos I keep sending him. My
warmest thanks also to the members of the
NSA Awards Committee who have bestowed
upon me the 2018 Ray Zone Award for best
historical article(s) in Stereo World, as well as
to Barb Gauche and John Bueche, this year
and next year’s chair persons, for organizing
such a great convention (the one in Akron in
2019 is bound to be another success) and for
being such good supporters and friends. Last
but not least, I would like to remind the
readers of this column that I could not write
about all those wonderful pictures were it
not for the generosity of Dr. Brian May who
hired me, over six years ago now, to be the
curator of his extensive collection of stereo-
scopic images and has given me this unique
opportunity to devote a good part of my
time to what I like most: research. I am as
grateful as I feel fortunate. I sincerely hope
the articles I have written for Stereo World
since I re-opened the European Gems column
have contributed to make his collection alive
and appreciated (nearly all of the illustrations
are from the Brian May collection) and have
helped share our common passion not only
for these fascinating photographs but also for
the stories behind them. There are still thou-
sands of stereos to write about and dozens of
mysteries to solve or stories to research. I am
afraid you are not through with me yet!

Stereoscopic daguerreotype of an unnamed young man by Richard Beard. Although Beard
advertised stereoscopic daguerreotype portraits, they seem to be quite rare and this is the
only one from Brian May’s collection.
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“It is impossible not to be struck
with the excellence of the American
daguerreotype portraits,” wrote the
reviewer of the Leicestershire Mercury,
hardly ten days after the opening of
the Great Exhibition, “though we
should like them better were they
slightly tinted.”1 Tinting was what
distinguished most daguerreotype
portraits from France and Britain
and was usually done by former
miniature painters who had nearly
lost their living when Daguerre’s
sharp images were first applied to
the human figure.2 And tinting is
what also distinguishes most British
stereoscopic portrait daguerreotypes
from their American, or French,
counterparts of the 1850s. 
Stereoscopic portraits were first

advertised by French-born London
photographer Antoine Claudet in
the columns of The Times in the first
half of October 1851, days before the
Great Exhibition closed its doors.
Since no-one knew anything then
about stereo photography Claudet
had to explain what they looked
like:

…Mr. Claudet also takes stereoscopic por-
traits from the life. Uncolored they are no
longer pictures, but real statues, and, when
colored, they appear life itself. The illusion
of solidity is startling, and persons looking
at these new productions, the result of Pro-
fessor Wheatstone’s beautiful discovery in
binocular vision, cannot but think that they
have before their eyes real tangible models.
Mr. Claudet’s gallery is open for inspection,
and portraits are taken daily. - 107, Regent-
street, Quadrant, near Vigo-street.3
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Tinted stereoscopic daguerreotype by Antoine Claudet. A penciled name on the back, 
“Captain R. B. Chichester”, enabled me to find out more about the sitter. Robert Bruce
Chichester, from the 81st Loyal Lincoln Volunteers, was born in London on May 3, 1825 
to Robert Bruce Chichester and Mary Bloxome. He became captain in 1851 and served in
India in 1857-58 at the time of the Indian Mutiny. He married a Mary Betts on February
21, 1861 in Wortham, Suffolk. Soon afterwards they moved to India where a son,
Archibald Robert Bruce, was born on December 6, 1862. Robert’s wife died a couple of
weeks after childbirth, on December 30, 1862 and their son did not survive past the age of
ten. Robert Bruce married a second time in 1884. He died, a Major General, on December
8, 1902. It is always nice to get to know the people in the photographs and it is a rare
treat to find about their lives and achievements. It makes them even more “three-
dimensional.”

Tinted stereoscopic daguerreotype by William Edward Kilburn. The sitter is Emily Adeline Studd.
She was born in Serryah, Bengal, India, to Edward and Dorothy Sophia Studd, on 9 April 1852.
By 1861 she was living in Spratton, Northamptonshire, with her six siblings and a lot of ser-
vants and ten years later in South Tidworth, Hampshire. She married an opium agent, Samuel
Cooper, on 15 September 1881, had four children (two sons and two daughters) and died at
the age of 83, in Brighton, Sussex. Kilburn’s images are often of a slightly different format as
they were usually sold in one of the stereoscopic cases he registered (but did not patent, at least
not in Britain) in 1853.
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In the weeks following that advert
other photographers started taking
daguerreotype portraits for the stere-
oscope and in less than a couple of
years there were half a dozen of
them who had made a specialty of it.
Their names are Richard Beard
(1801-1885), Antoine Claudet (1797-
1867), Thomas Richard Williams
(1824-1871), William Henry Kilburn
(1818-1891), and John Jabez Edwin
Mayall (1813-1901). Their images are
now highly collectable and can
reach high prices in auction. The
tinting is usually exquisite and the
images are so sharp that they bear
being projected on a big screen—as
the spectators at this year’s conven-
tion experienced—without any loss
in quality. These portraits, when
they were produced, could only be
afforded by the wealthy aristocratic
and middle classes. Since they were
expensive and often came in a
leather case, they have always been
considered precious objects and have
usually been well preserved by their
owners and their descendants. This
explains why they have survived in
very good condition, unlike later,
cheaper, paper stereos which were
often left unprotected on the draw-
ing-room table where they could be
easily handled by visitors but were
also exposed to dust, spillages, or
soot from the gas lamps, and eventu-
ally got grubby. The photographers
mentioned carried on using the
daguerreotype well into the early
1860s and very reluctantly produced
the more democratic cartes-de-visite,

which they deemed unworthy of
their art. Most of them lost interest
in photography soon after the carte-
de-visite craze began and they either
retired or left the running of their
studios to someone else.
You will certainly have noticed

that despite my mentioning his
name, I have abstained from show-
ing any work by T. R. Williams. It is
for the simple reason that Dr. May
and I are working on a book about
Dr. May’s favorite photographer,
which we hope to publish next year.
It will contain, among other stereo
photographs, lots of his exquisite
portraits. T.R. Williams was a master
of the genre and, as you will hope-
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fully soon see for yourselves, has
rarely been equaled.

Notes
1. Leicestershire Mercury, Saturday 10 May 1851,
page 2.

2. Painter Paul Delaroche supposedly said on
hearing of the invention of photography
“from this day painting is dead”, and a
famous lithograph by Maurisset, La
Daguerreotypomanie, published in 1839,
shows gallows set up for the intention of
engravers. Painting and engraving did not
really suffer from photography but miniature
painters had a very hard time and a lot of
them, in order to survive, had to turn to tint-
ing first mono then stereo daguerreotypes.

3. The Times, 21 October 1851, page 1. Mention
of color, though absent from the very first
ads published a couple of days earlier, is pres-
ent here and clearly shows that tinting was
applied from the start.

Tinted stereoscopic daguerreotype of a young woman by John Jabez Edwin Mayall (born
Jabez Meal). The sitter is, unfortunately, unidentified.

The NSA is your volunteer organi-
zation, dedicated to:
• promoting the research, collection,
and use of vintage and contempo-
rary stereoviews, stereo cameras,
equipment, and related materials 

• promoting the practice of stereo
photography 

• encouraging the use of stereoscopy
in the fields of visual arts and tech-
nology

• fostering the appreciation of the
stereograph as a visual historical
record.

We are only as strong as our vol-
unteer members make our organiza-
tion. As a member, you can support
the NSA in many ways and levels of
commitment, from donations and
contributions to Stereo World and our
new web site, to convention volun-
teer and committee service.
If you would like to join the vol-

unteers helping to shape the NSA for
our future, please contact NSA Presi-
dent John Bueche at jcb-3d@oh.rr.com.

All best in 3D,
–Russell Norton, Chairman

New Life Member, New Board Members
(Continued from page 2)
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T his year’s SSA Dinner, held off
site at a place named Melt dur-
ing 3D-Con 2018, was attended

by 50+ boisterous attendees. Barb
Gauche and John Beuche accom-
plished an excellent organizational
feat by having our pre-ordered food
arrive almost as soon as we did. The
space, while not suitable for projec-
tion, was great for viewing and shar-
ing stereo cards up, down and across
four long
tables. By the
sound of
things, folks
were well and
fully engaged.
The enter-

tainment was
provided by SSA members and atten-
dees who brought selections of
stereo cards from their collection to
contribute to a massive card swap.
Old cards, experimental cards, cards
of fine craftsmanship and humor
were passed around, enjoyed and
taken home. A generous selection of
door prizes donated by PSA via
Andrea Shetley and Lee Pratt were
well received. Thank you Andrea,
Lee, generous card share-ers and
everyone else for playing along.
Celebration of the 100th year of

SSA is coming into view. Planning a
centennial celebration is a rare and

treasured occurrence. Keep checking
this space for developments.
Once again Eugene Mitofsky and

Betty Drinkut expertly co-chaired the
annual Stereoscopic Society of Amer-
ica (SSA) Card Exhibition. This year
104 entries were submitted by 26
photographers. Of the 44 accepted
cards, six received Awards and five
received Honorable Mention. The
awards are described as follows: PSA

Gold Metal
Best of Show,
The Ray Zone
Award for the
Entire Stereo
Card
Design/Presen-
tation (spon-

sored by the LA3D Club), the David
Allen Award for the Best
Creative/Altered Reality (sponsored
by the Cascade Stereoscopic Club),
the Judges Choice Awards, and five
Honorable Mentions. The judging
was done by Barb Gauche, John
Beuche and David Kuntz.
The 22nd SSA International Exhibi-

tion Winners and Honorable Men-
tions for 2018 are:
Best of Show:
Michael Pecosky, “Copper Falls”
Creative Award:
David Smith, “Before the Open Window”

Ray Zone Award:
Michael Pecosky, “Now and Then Falls”
Judge’s Choice 1:
Diego Ruiz, “Winter Clings”
Judge’s Choice 2:
Diego Ruiz, “Obscured Light”
Judge’s Choice 3:
Chris Reynolds, “Lion Fish”
Honorable Mention:
Andrea Shetley, “Castle Geyser”
Honorable Mention:
Diego Ruiz, “Hard to Handle”
Honorable Mention:
Cecil A. Stone, “Nicole 289”
Honorable Mention:
Michael Pecosky, “Hyde Mill”
Honorable Mention:
Greg Duncan, “Over the Net”

2018 SSA Dinner & Awards

The purpose of the Stereoscopic Society
of America (SSA) is to provide a means

for stereo photographers to share their
work with each other in a supportive and
noncompetitive environment. This is prima-
rily accomplished by means of our postal
folios, which currently encompass Holmes
style stereo cards, anaglyphs and Realist
and medium format stereo slides. Each
folio circulates by mail from member to
member. When a participant receives a
folio, they remove their old view which has
been commented on by others, add a new
image, and then make constructive com-
ments on the other maker’s photos already
in the folio before sending it on to the 
next person.
SSA membership is free to anyone who is

already an NSA member. For more informa-
tion, visit our website stereoworld.org/ssa or
contact SSA Membership Secretary Donna
Mathews at donnamath@aol.com.

“Copper Falls” by Michael Pecosky, Best of Show winner in the 22nd SSA International
Exhibition.
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What sort of extensive 3-D
history exhibit and associat-
ed book would be possible,

given the combined resources of a
major art museum and a huge multi-
national corporation? The answer is
3D: DOUBLE VISION by NSA member
Britt Salvesen, who both curated the
current exhibition (to March 31,
2019) at the Los Angeles County
Museum of Art and wrote most of
the 208 page book accompanying
the Hyundai Motor Company spon-
sored effort. This review relates
specifically to the book.
Covering the full history of stereo-

scopic art and technology from 1838
to the present in a single book is a
challenge few have considered, most
photohistorians opting to concen-
trate on particular producers, formats,
periods, regions or viewing devices/
systems. 3D: DOUBLE VISION can be
seen as a major step in the slowly
increasing acceptance of stereoscopy
by what is often called the main-
stream art establishment. That
acceptance is reflected in elements of
language more familiar within the
academic art world than in the writ-
ings of most photohistorians, but
while some may find a few passages
border on the esoteric, those overlap-

ping approaches to the
subject ultimately
make the book more
interesting and reveal-
ing.
With five of the ten

chapters contributed
by writers from vari-
ous disciplines, the

above overlapping actually
involves science, art, history, enter-
tainment, technology, media studies
and marketing. The choice of images
reveals the same eclectic range, from
Wheatstone drawings to Diablerie
tissues to avant-garde 3-D art to
View-Master scenes, Realist pairs,
holography and VR. The width and
depth of this overview of all things
stereoscopic make it an audacious
and valuable contribution to the lit-
erature of stereoscopy. It’s of course
inevitable that some formats (like
Tru-Vue) and any number of stereog-
raphers were left out, and equally
inevitable that nearly any team of
stereo collectors, shooters or photo-
historians one might name would
come up with a very different book.

Starting with hand drawn image
pairs and geometric shapes from
Wheatstone through the Keystone
Solid Geometry series of 1930, the
story moves on to Joseph Jastrow’s
early 20th century 3-D “Experiments
in Visual Perception.” A chapter by
Thomas Banchoff, “First Encounters
with the Fourth Dimension,” covers
his long interest in the concept of
hypercubes and efforts to image
them in 3-D. While there are no
stereos within the chapter, Ban-
choff’s many meetings with artist
Salvador Dali concerning his use of
the hypercube and interest in stereo-
scopic painting is covered in fasci-
nating detail. 
Classical stereoviews, from

Daguerreotypes to prints and tissues
are well covered and illustrated,
including two fine Diableries from
the London Stereoscopic Company
showing both front and rear illumi-
nation effects. A chapter by Erkki
Huhtamo, “Inside Stereoscopic
mania,” traces the rapid 19th centu-
ry growth of the stereoview as a
unique media, illustrated with views
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The Art of 
Double Vision
review by John Dennis

3D: DOUBLE VISION
by Britt Salvesen, Los Angeles 
County Museum of Art 2018, 

DelMonico Books-Prestel. Hardcover,
208 pages, 9.5 x 11 inches, 190 
illustrations. tinyurl.com/ycnrk7a8 .

Harold Lloyd’s 1957-58 Disneyland shot of granddaughter Suzanne Lloyd is one of two Realist
stereos by Lloyd in the book. In 2012, Suzanne spoke onstage about her grandfather’s passion
for 3-D with Ray Zone at 3D-Con in Costa Mesa, CA.
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ception experiments at Bell Labs,
where Bela Julesz had introduced
computer generated random-dot 3-D
in 1960. The intersection of art and
technology gets some intensive dis-

cussion in the three next-to last
chapters, in which some readers may
find the stereoscopic content some-
what peripheral and/or abstract.

(Continued on page 31)
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of stereoscopes in use or as props in
group or family scenes. The mid
20th century is covered via text and
images from the Raumbild books to
the films of Norman McLaren,
Bwana Devil and the Hollywood
films that followed, View-Master,
and the Stereo Realist (which earned
its own chapter by NSA member Eric
Drysdale). A quote left out of too
many books dealing with 3-D film
history is included—Russian director
Sergei Eisenstein’s 1947 observation,
“It is as naive to doubt that the
stereoscopic film is the tomorrow of
the cinema as it is to doubt that
tomorrow will come.” In fact, the
quote is repeated in large red type in
the 1940s section of the “3D Time-
line” closing chapter.
Artists bringing pop-art and altered

perception themes to 3-D formats
like anaglyphs and lenticular in the
1960s and 70s are discussed in the
lead-up to holography, random-dot
pairs and single image stereograms as
well as experimental 3-D films and
multimedia presentations. The var-
ied work of stereo artist Alfons
Schilling is mentioned in connection
with the wide range of human per-

Oskar Fischinger’s 1949 “Triangular Planes” is one of the examples of hand-drawn 3-D art in
the book. (Cross-view.)

circa 1860. Did the sick lad survive
and will we ever know more about
this dramatic scene?T he rather extraordinary ruffled

shirt worn by the Doctor sug-
gests he is French in one of

their many 19th 
century colonies,
possibly Algeria or
perhaps even the
Caribbean. The
mount is thin, 

Can you identify these stereos? Your
interesting and challenging Unknowns

submissions and ideas are eagerly awaited.
Please email, call, or write: Russell Norton
at oldphoto9@earthlink.net, (203) 281-0066,
PO Box 1070, New Haven CT 06504.
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Now available for free viewing
on YouTube are 24 oral presen-
tations from the 2018 Stereo-

scopic Displays & Applications
(SD&A) Conference. They cover
advanced light field and holographic
displays, stereoscopic perception, 3-D
applications including biochemistry,
and VR capture and display. The
SD&A conference, home for numer-
ous announcements of key technical
advances in 3-D acquisition, display,
perception, and applications, is
entering its 30th year and is a part of
the annual Electronic Imaging sym-
posium hosted by IS&T—the Society
for Imaging Science and Technology.
The SD&A conference is unique in

its combination of face-to-face net-
working—for commercial, govern-
ment, academic, and consumer
stakeholders, oral and poster-based
scientific and engineering presenta-
tions, and its customary annual ban-
quet and very popular stereoscopic
theater screening session. The con-
ference Chairs
and Commit-
tee welcome
newcomers to
the field and
its alumni year
after year.
The technical presentations 

are on a YouTube playlist at
bit.ly/SDnA2018videos. The full 2018
SD&A conference program is at

tinyurl.com/yb8wjcyx. Manuscripts
will soon be available free of charge
thanks to IS&T and the SD&A confer-
ence sponsors at https://tinyurl.com/

y8ueheez.
Abstracts are
currently
being sought
for the big
30th annual
SD&A confer-
ence being

held in January 2019. See
tinyurl.com/y6vo2rxp.

The SD&A conference is the largest
and longest-running technical con-
ference dedicated to the discussion
of stereoscopic 3-D imaging topics.
The next conference will run January
13-17, 2019, near San Francisco. 
Sessions will include keynote 
presentations and live demonstra-
tions of stereoscopic displays and 
applications.
Further information about the

SD&A conference is available at
stereoscopic.org. Information about
the Electronic Imaging Symposium is
at electronicimaging.org.
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Not all presentations at the SD&A 2018 conference focused on the latest VR technology or
stereoscopic theory. “The History of Stereoscopic Video Games for the Consumer Electronic
Market” by Ilicia Benoit included a look at these 1983 games.

Light fields, VR, and Stereoscopic Perception:
SD&A 2018 Conference Videos on YouTube

Producer, distributor and Giant
Screen industry leader Jonathan

Barker died July 5. Barker was the
CEO of SK Films, which he founded
20 years ago with his wife Wendy
MacKeigan and Bob Kerr, co-founder
of IMAX. He was a world leader in 
3-D film production and distribution,
specializing in IMAX/giant screen
films, having produced and/or dis-
tributed some of the industry’s most
significant films of the past two
decades including Into the Deep, Bugs!,
and Flight of the Butterflies, which
won the only clean sweep of the
GSCA Awards, Best Immersive 3D/
Large Format Film at the Jackson

Hole Wildlife Film Festival, and First
place at the LA 3-D Movie Festival.
He was also behind the award-win-
ning films Amazon Adventure and
Backyard Wilderness and the upcom-
ing films Turtle Odyssey and Volcanoes.
Barker began his passion for giant

screen films while running the
worldwide film business at IMAX,
where he developed the blockbuster
IMAX 3D film T-Rex, oversaw the pro-
duction and distribution of a num-
ber of the IMAX space films, David
Attenborough’s Survival Island and
the hugely successful 3-D film Into
the Deep.

Jonathan Barker 3-D in 3-D
Susan Pinsky has been scanningand gathering old slides of 3-D
equipment (cameras, viewers, projec-
tors and more) as well as some oldies
of 3-D people. They are all in a Flickr
album that can be viewed without
having to sign up. There are lots
more images like this, and she will
be adding to this group periodically.
They are almost all in Universal 
(L-R-L) freeview format. See
tinyurl.com/ya5auzyy.

Please send information or questions toDavid Starkman, NewViews Editor,
4049 Coogan Circle, Culver City, CA 90232.
Email: reel3d@aol.com.
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pieces of only 30 Triassic pterosaurs
had been found around the world.
The specimen probably died in

soft sand or sediment that then
hardened into rock, keeping it intact
and impressively complete. To avoid
damaging the unique find, the
researchers CT scanned the stone and
got detailed 3-D imagery of the
bones for study and 3-D printing.
The fossil is that of a juvenile with a
five-foot wingspan, of what was like-
ly the largest pterosaur species of the

era, although they would later
evolve to the size of small airplanes.
(Not birds or dinosaurs, they were
the first vertebrate flyers.) The fossil
was discovered by BYU paleontolo-
gist Brooks Britt and published in
the journal Nature: Ecology & Evolu-
tion in the August 13, 2018, issue. 
See the video at

youtube.com/watch?v=fXXRr8N3YAs or
the Smithsonian article at
tinyurl.com/yat49xbc.

In August, paleontologists atBrigham Young University
announced the discovery of a rare
new Triassic pterosaur fossil in the
Utah desert, not far from Dinosaur
National Monument. Most pterosaur
bones, being thin and fragile, are
found in a crushed state when they
are identifiable at all. But Cae-
lestiventis hanseni was found amaz-
ingly intact, embedded in a block of
sandstone along with some crocodile
fossils. Prior to the find, bits and

200 Million Years Later, 
Caelestiventis hanseni Makes News

From a BYU video, the
digitally reconstructed
skull of Caelestiventis
hanseni seems to be
auditioning for the next
3-D blockbuster.

Opening weekend box office num-
bers for Ant-Man and the Wasp

showed that only 17% of its $75.8
million total came from 3-D ticket
sales. Compare that the 47% 3-D
share for Marvel’s Doctor Strange or
films like Avatar, which forced the-
aters spend millions of dollars to
retrofit for 3-D. Interest in the for-
mat from American moviegoers has
clearly declined. Peaking at $2.2 bil-
lion and a 21% market share in 2010,
3-D revenue in the U.S. has been on
a downward trend, accounting for
just $1.3 billion and 12% of box
office revenue last year. 
The fact that 3-D movies remain

an $8 billion per year business inter-
nationally may largely be due to stu-
dios actively incorporating and pro-
moting 3-D in particular major films.
In 2015, about half of its North
American audience saw Jurassic
World in 3-D. This year, the sequel
Fallen Kingdom earned about 50% of
it $1 billion-plus global gross from 
3-D according to RealD. Marvel’s
Doctor Strange, a film with psychedel-

ic, mind-bending imagery earned
46% of its $85 million domestic
opening from 3-D sales. 
But in overseas markets, especially

China and Russia, the novelty of 3-D
has not worn off. As new cineplexes
in developing markets open, the
appeal of seeing a film in 3-D is far
greater than in the U.S. In 2009,
prior to the release of Avatar, there
were 9,000 3-D screens worldwide.
Nearly a decade later, that count is
on the verge of passing 100,000. In
2017, global 3-D sales hit $8 billion
for the third year in a row, with
overseas markets contributing 83%
of that total.
With global grosses for the format

continuing to hover around 20% of
total box office gross, it’s clear that
3-D won’t be going away anytime
soon. Next year we might see films
like Avengers and the Lion King
remake drive 3-D sales, but it’s up to
the studios to make films that give
the sense of awe and immersion that
Avatar and Doctor Strange provided.

Slumping 3-D Showings in U.S.

Coming 3-D Events
• NSA: 3D-Con 2019, July 30-August 5
in Akron, Ohio. Co-chaired by Barb
Gauche and John Bueche. 
3d-con.com

• International Stereoscopic Union:
The 22nd ISU Congress will be held
in Lübeck Germany August 20-26,
2019. isu3d.org

Some Upcoming 
3-D Movies 
10/05/18 – Venom 

10/19/18 – Jungle Book

11/02/18 – The Nutcracker and the 
Four Realms

11/09/18 – Dr. Seuss’ The Grinch 

11/16/18 – Fantastic Beasts: The 
Crimes of Grindelwald 

11/21/18 – Ralph Breaks the Internet: 
Wreck-It Ralph 2

11/21/18 – Gigantic

12/14/18 – Mortal Engines

12/21/18 – Spider-Man: Into the Spider-Verse

12/21/18 – Aquaman 

12/21/18 – Alita: Battle Angel

12/21/18 – Bumblebee
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T he stereotype of the sexless Vic-
torian woman—prudish, ethe-
real, rigid, evangelical, or any

combination thereof—has formed a
barrier to true historical understand-
ing. This caricature offered both
comic material and a foil for people
who have wanted to appear progres-
sive by contrast. Such attitudes do
nothing to allow us to see actual
women in the Victorian age; they
simply replace the restrictions of the
nineteenth-century with another
kind of erasure, perhaps no less
patriarchal. On the other hand, sto-
ries of female achievement against
the odds have become plentiful in
the last forty years, as they reflect a
value for self-determination. But the
average woman, one with no public
profile, is harder to locate and often
generalized by stereotype. How do
we find the culture, gifts and jokes
that belong to Victorian women, and
not just the exceptional ones? The
Victorian age had a surfeit of vernac-

ular objects and images circulating
in the form of photographs, stere-
oviews, magazines and advertising to
which women had ready access.
Researching their stories can yield
valuable information, especially as
vernacular culture has historically
fostered ways of side-stepping ideals
and thus being more direct about
what people actually think. Vernacu-
lar subjects reward us with their
frankness, perhaps none more so
than the dirty joke.
From Schopenhauer to Freud,

thinking about the joke meant
thinking about men. For Freud, the
dirty joke was shared between men
to imaginatively over-come the
resistance of women.i Mahadev Apte,
noting the absence of theory about
women jokesters, observed that
amongst themselves women tell
jokes, even erotic ones.ii A lack of
appreciation for women’s humor in

mixed company has historically
curbed enthusiasm, so it is no won-
der that women joke amongst them-
selves.iii Internet searches today can
turn up a plethora of casual reading
about how women feel less comfort-
able making a joke than men do, or
when women attempt humor it can
meet resistance. Creating and shar-
ing humor is not equal between the
sexes. When we turn to erotic humor,
the ante is upped, for this sort of
joke can be misconstrued as a come-
on from women, who are acculturat-
ed to be more cautious than comic.
The risks must be weighed, but in
the eighteenth and nineteenth cen-
turies, some women took them to
their satisfaction. This paper will
reconstruct a dirty joke in stereoview
form that one woman gifted to
another, which I estimate to have
occurred between 1860-63 in the
United States. The iconography for
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AVictorian Women’s
Dirty Joke

by Melody Davis

Fig. 2. Kilburn, “Shall We Sleep First, or How?”
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this visual dirty joke originated from
a little known French print maker,
Caroline Naudet, in 1820. The image
crossed to England, where it grafted
onto eighteenth-century bawdy
humor with an anti-Quaker theme,
particularly, Susanna Centlivre’s
1718 character, Obadiah Prim. In the
early 1860s, Michael Burr imitated
Naudet’s iconography in stereoview
form and titled his view “Ruth and
Obadiah” from Centlivre’s and simi-
lar characters in British farces and
music hall. Across two centuries,
Ruth and Obadiah grew into comic
characters whose desire for each
other was out-matched by their
demonstrable inexperience in love-
making. As icons in the Victorian
world, they traveled to America.
There, Henrietta E. Harris Berry
found them in an amusing stereo-
graph, which she gave to Julia B.
Warren. At four junctures—iconogra-
phy, titling, matronage, and shar-
ing—women’s culture created or
molded the humor, supporting a
long-lived popular icon.
When Michael Burr photographed

“Ruth and Obadiah,” a hand-colored
albumen stereograph (fig. 1), he

clued in the
audience by
using a title
that signified
incompetent
lovers. The
Victorian view-
er then under-
stood how to
read the visual codes, which were
covert enough to remain within the
family sphere. Ruth sits in bed with
her hands in a downward pointing
“V,” while Obadiah has his knuckles
locked together, and his thumbs are
peaked above them in an absurdly
phallic gesture. The “V” is pointing
toward her vagina as though Ruth
were offering a road map, while Oba-
diah is simply not picking up the
directions and looks to her for fur-
ther assistance. The frustration in his
closed gesture makes the viewer
wonder if he ever had the temerity
to consider the matter of conjugal
relations. The adult viewer at the
time understood that these were just
married virgins on their wedding
night with no idea about how to ful-
fill its obligations. These bunglers of
delight have at the foot of their bed

symbols of their stasis—a pitcher,
with its little phallic spout, sharing
nothing with the close-by basin. The
hand-coloring is crude, crude are the
laboring man’s suspenders hanging
indecorously on the base-board,
crude, too, is the humor. (In stereo-
scopic viewing, the green stripes
detach from the wall, a sign of hasty
coloring.) The suspenders signify a
laboring man, someone at the time
presumed to be less refined by class
prejudice, and often the butt of jokes.
Obadiah, here, represents a working-
class lover inhibited by repression,
perhaps an evangelical sort.iv More
on religion is forthcoming—for now,
let’s just say he needs a manual.
Burr was active as a stereographer

in Birmingham, England, from 1860-
1875, publishing hundreds of comic
scenes.v He very seldom placed his
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Fig. 1. Michael Burr, “Ruth and Obadiah.”
Fig. 3. Inscription across the back top of Burr’s “Ruth and Obadiah.”

Fig. 4. Back Inscription on the right end of Burr’s “Ruth and 
Obadiah.”
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name on views, though he did regis-
ter them with the copyright office in
Stationer’s Hall, beginning in 1863.vi

He did not register this title, however,
either because it was created prior to
the copyright registration category
for photographs established in 1862
or because the subject matter was
too risqué. A similar title, “Shall We
Sleep First, or How?” has been locat-

ed on a list copied from a catalogue
of Burr stereos offered by the Kilburn
Company, of Littleton, New Hamp-
shire.vii This title belongs to two sis-
ter views. Despite the change in
actress and minor differences, they
unmistakably share the mis en scène
and actor with “Ruth and Obadiah.”
(fig. 2) These variants confirm the
attribution of Burr and also corrobo-

rate the reading of sexual frustration.
“Ruth and Obadiah” also had the
“honor” of being pirated.viii

Just as intriguing, though, is the
verso of “Ruth and Obadiah,” which
bears double inscriptions. On the
long end of the card is written, “Pre-
sented by Mrs. Geo. W. Berry to Julia,”
(fig. 3) and on the short end is “Mrs.
Julia B. Warren.” (fig. 4) Stereoviews
with lighter colored mounts are at
times inscribed, and this view is typi-
cal of the mostly women’s signatures
I have found.ix What was it about
this view that prompted Mrs. Berry
to gift it to Julia? Who were these
women? And why the names Ruth
and Obadiah? That both women
signed the view indicates that such a
joke was, though perhaps risqué, not
excluded from their sphere.x Mrs.
Berry and Mrs. Warren appreciated
such suggestive humor and claimed
it. The context of marriage offered
them permission to enjoy this pre-
coital gag, as it introduced the sub-
ject of sex but held it forever at the
threshold, creating a tension that is
quintessentially Victorian.
The iconography for this view,

however, came not from the Victori-
an world but that of French Restora-
tion print-maker, Caroline Naudet.
Only the rudiments of her life can be
pieced together from obscurity, but
her prints are available in a number
of collections, and humor was her
specialty.xi She was born in 1775 to
Brigitte Lemoine and Charles Naudet
on a little street in the Marais neigh-
borhood, the Rue de la Mortellerie,
now the Rue de l’Hôtel de Ville.xii

Her father was known simply as
“Naudet, Marchand d’Estampes”
(print seller) with an establishment
in the Arcade du Louvre, now part of
the Louvre museum itself, and he
habitually signed the verso of prints
in his shop, establishing a “name
brand.”xiii Caroline Naudet’s brother,
Thomas-Charles, a pupil of Hubert
Robert, won the Prix de Rome,
allowing him to study in Italy along
with his friend, Jean-Auguste Dom-
inque Ingres, who drew his
portrait.xiv Thomas-Charles Naudet
died an early death in 1810, report-
edly from exhaustion over illustra-
tion work for the Danish nobleman
and historian, Brunn Neergaard.xv It
is uncertain when Charles Naudet
died, but by 1825, Caroline had
taken over the business and was
known as “Mademoiselle Naudet,
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Fig. 5. Caroline Naudet, “Le Première Nuit des Noces” (the first night of marriage).

Fig. 6. Caroline Naudet, “Le Lendemain des Noces” (the day after the marriage).
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Marchande d’Estampes,” a print
dealer, publisher, and print maker,
on the Rue de Carouzel, directly in
front of the Louvre.xvi She was the
first publisher of the renowned
print-maker Paul Gavarni, whose
small sketches called macédoines she
printed.xvii Naudet published a folio
of her own macédoine, and one of
her last works was a large, luxury
volume, Recueil d’Objects d’Art et de
Curiositès.xviii She died in 1838 at
number 13, Quai de Voltaire, in the
heart of Paris’ artistic world.xix Of the
fascinating history of Mlle. Naudet,
my focus at present is upon two
hand-colored comic etchings from
1820, one of which was the source
for Burr’s iconography.
“Le Première Nuit des Noces” (fig.
5), translated as “the first night of
marriage,” is a spoof of wedding
night anxiety depicting hand ges-
tures similar to Burr’s couple. In
Naudet’s print the couple hold exact-
ly the same gesture, less vulgar than
Burr’s. They are frontalized, proxi-
mate to the viewer, and squared in
the frame made by the bed drapes
and clothes. The bride wears a know-

ing smirk, more at ease
than the groom; other-
wise, there is parity
between the two. The
sequential print, “Le
Lendemain des Noces”
(fig. 6), translated as
“the day after the mar-
riage,” offers a happy,
exhausted couple, with
their clothing agape to
indicate conjugal suc-
cess. Her arm rests on
top of his with comfort,
slightly dominant, and
there is a suggestion
that she watches
through slanted eyes
her mari fast asleep. The
viewer is an interloper
to the anxiety before
and the satisfaction after,
while the more
voyeuristic in-between
is suggested.
Naudet’s sequence

departs from conven-
tion in a number of
ways. First, it was
unusual for French
Restoration print makers
to continue a caricature
beyond a single frame.xx

This pair is unusual, as
well, in its depiction of

gender parity and feminine confi-
dence. The sequential print, “Le
Lendemain des Noces,” is a unique
spin on both a traditional song and
a print theme beginning in the eigh-
teenth century and continuing
through the Restoration. Its musical
version is a lament originating in
Vincennes and traveling to the fran-
cophone Americas, sung from the
bride’s point-of-view or that of the
father-of-the-bride; it was a standard
tear jerker at wedding receptions.xxi

In prints, “Le Lendemain des Noces”
commemorates a family visit to the
newlyweds the morning after. Typi-
cally, a solicitous female relative
brought hot chocolate or bouillon to
the weary bride, served with large
dollops of sympathy or moral
advice.xxii Naudet’s treatment of the
couple is counterpoised to such
social influence. Her bride is not sad
or wan; she is on equal terms with
her mari and at ease. There is no
need for cloying sentiment, fortify-
ing beverages, or snooping relatives.
Bride and groom are a tranquil world
unto themselves.

The iconography of “Le Première
Nuit des Noces” traveled to Burr in
the fluid manner that British and
French imagery crisscrossed the
channel. It is a well-established fact
that print makers of both countries
copied from each other and adopted
subjects.xxiii In addition, Naudet, cap-
italizing on her father’s brand name,
ran a successful, centrally located
business. She had a connection with
her lithographer, François-Seraphim
Delpech, whose famous shop was
located a few doors down from her
final residence on the Quai de
Voltaire.xxiv Her prints would likely
have been at both locations.
While the image is French, Burr’s

title, “Ruth and Obadiah,” is a pure-
ly British mash-up. We first meet Sis-
ter Ruth in the scurrilous A Quaker’s
Sermon, posthumously attributed to
Tom Brown in 1707.xxv Brown (1662-
1704) was an Oxford drop-out in
demand for his translations and tav-
ern wit which tended to the smutty.
So famous was he for his bawdy sar-
casm that other authors appended
his name to their tracts to insure
success.xxvi Attributing Brown’s works
and the over one hundred years of
reprints is a scholar’s nightmare, but
we can note that the distaste he
exhibited in A Quaker’s Sermon can
be found, though less strenuously, in
mockery of Quakers he published in
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Fig. 7. Anonymous engraving “A Quaker’s Meeting.”

Fig. 8. Frontispiece, Tom Brown’s Jest
Book.
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his lifetime.xxvii The “Sermon” is a
parody by way of one Quaker’s apol-
ogy for the misdemeanor of another,
Azarius. While traveling across Turn-
ham Green on this way to London,
Azarius meets Sister Ruth, a Quaker-
ess, and he is moved by “the spirit”:

...he met with our Sister Ruth, and they
twain walked and communed together for
some time; and as they were communing
together, our Sister Ruth, cast such obliging
glances, with her commanding eyes, on the
unfortunate Azarius and squeez’d his hand
so sensibly, that the snake peep’d from out
of the grass, and our dear friend Azarius
was forced to obey the all-commanding
power of the little unlucky one: whereupon
he said unto her, Dear sister Ruth, the spirite
moveth me to lay thee down, that I may fruc-
tify upon thee; and she answered him again,
and said, Resist not the spirit, for from thence
proceedeth no ill….Whatsoever thou meanst
wickedly, Azarius, I will not see. So Azarius let
down his breeches, fell with his face down-
wards on our sister Ruth, and so followed
the motions of the spirit.

Targeting the Quakers, properly
known as the Religious Society of
Friends, or just Friends, was not
unusual at the time. Brown was
extreme only in obscenity. The
Friends, known for following the
inner spirit which at times occa-
sioned them to quake with zeal in
their meetings, found themselves
ridiculed, despised and imprisoned
regularly in England. The story of
their immigration with William
Penn to his new colony, Pennsylva-
nia, is part of every American child’s

school history. Significant, here, is
the association of difference with
hyper-sexuality. Brown misinterpret-
ed the quaking Friends as uncon-
trolled and unregulated, since they
had no clergy, considering their pas-
sion as foolishness that arose from
lack of teaching.xxviii This is empha-
sized in the crude engraving “A
Quaker’s Meeting” that accompanied
the 1730 edition of Brown’s works.
(fig. 7) Given that Friends wore
severe dress, eschewing finery, Brown
saw their zeal as unlawfully sexual
and hypocritical by contrast with
their strict clothing. 
Picking up on this ridicule was a

contemporary of Brown’s, Susanna
Centlivre, whose letters he had pub-
lished in an anthology.xxix Centlivre
became a playwright of farces, one of
the more popular being A Bold Stroke
for a Wife, first performed in 1718,
where we first meet Obadiah Prim, a
smug and priggish Quaker.xxx He for-
bids his unfortunate ward, Anne
Lovely, her choice of suitors, though
he is given to fondling the maid in
the pantry. His worst sin, however, is
forbidding Anne fashionable clothes.
As no respectable woman can toler-
ate this for long, Obadiah must be
fooled. With the aid of the character,
Colonel Fainwell and his speedy cos-
tume changes, Anne succeeds in
tricking her guardian and escaping
Quaker bad taste. Thanks to the pop-
ularity of this play which was per-
formed throughout the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries,xxxi Obadi-
ah became the name that signified
religious prohibition to love and
freedom. Like Naudet, the play-
wright created an icon that spoke for
women’s independent agency and
advanced parity between the sexes.
Both artists, too, made a living from
their art in a world where this was
very difficult for a woman. 
Ruth and Obadiah first meet at the

end of the eighteenth century in The
Honest Thieves by Thomas Knight,
first performed at Covent Garden in
London in 1797.xxxii In this farce,
Obadiah tries to woo Ruth, an
heiress whose inheritance has not
been fully disclosed to her. He wears
simple Quaker garb but is not of the
faith, only a foolish, drunk servant.
(The etymology for Obadiah is
derived from the Hebrew, Obed,
meaning servant.) We have again
class-targeted humor with this Oba-
diah, who lewdly proposes to Ruth,

“I can make thee a good jointure.”
She unsurprisingly declines. Knight
capitalized on the fame of both pop-
ular code names, as did Edmund
Duncombe, who republished
Brown’s works in the 1829 Tom
Brown’s Jest Book. In his reprinting of
A Quaker’s Sermon, Duncombe
rechristens “Azarius” to “Obadiah.”
(fig. 8)xxxiii Ruth and (now) Obadiah
are still getting it on on the green—
after 122 years.
Ruth and Obadiah have progeny.

“Dost Thou Love me Sister Ruth?”
was a British music hall song by
John Parry, performed from 1832 to
1882, about the absurdly unsatisfy-
ing courtship between two Quakers
named Ruth and Simon.xxxiv Stage
directions on the sheet music pub-
lished in New York indicate that the
singers dress in “Puritan” fashion
and exhibit excessively restrained
mannerisms.xxxv They profess their
undying love but can’t even manage
to inch closer to one another, much
less touch. After the duet, they walk
off opposite sides of the stage to
hardy laughter. A variation occurs in
the contemporaneous song, “Sister
Ruth and Obadiah Prim,” performed
from 1860 to 1884.xxxvi In this crowd-
pleaser, we encounter the exact
names of Brown and Centlivre’s
characters as “the flirtations of a gay
young Quaker and the upbraidings
of a demure young Quakeress.”xxxvii I
have been unable to locate sheet
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Fig, 10. British carte-de-visite, “SHALL
WE SLEEP FIRST, OR HOW.”

Fig. 9. Porcelain fairing, “Shall we sleep
first or 1 hour?” 1882.
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music for this ditty, but it appears at
the time when Burr’s eponymous
stereograph was published, and
therefore lends to the speculation
that it influenced his choice of title.
Other iterations occur—Naudet

and Burr’s iconography was recreated
as a porcelain collectable of German
manufacture, called a fairing, “Shall
we sleep first or 1 hour?” 1882, (fig.
9). A British carte-de-visite litho-
graphed after Burr’s stereo also circu-
lates (fig. 10). As late as 1897, the
ever-innocent Obadiah, again crops
up in a music hall song by H.
Castling, “Obadiah Walked Behind
the Drum.” A gullible Salvation army
drummer is fleeced by a saucy girl in
the Elephant and Castle pub.xxxviii

Throughout the nineteenth century,
Ruth and Obadiah were code names
for frozen lovers, stereotyped as over-
ly zealous. Pictures of incompetent
love-making place man on an even
keel with presumptions for woman’s
passivity. Serving a particularly Vic-
torian savor for frustration, they sug-
gest but never show, desire but never
have satisfaction, indicating passive
aggression against both the strictures
of morality and patriarchal authority.
It is funny because the take-down of
power always is and also because we
recall our own awkwardness with a
laugh that allows a readjustment to
composure. Ultimately, Burr’s view is
about adjustments to domesticity.
Perhaps that is what Mrs. Berry and
Mrs. Warren found amusing, the
awkward moment as a great social
leveler.

What follows is a plausible theory
about their identities reconstructed
from public documents. These were
not exceptional women, they were
ordinary, but they do represent a
common ground. Both were wives;
neither left any record of work out-
side the home. Their household
income at the time of the gift was
above average, though not wealthy,
and they had discretionary spending,
just like many other women. Their
husbands’ notable businesses would
have made them sensitive to matters
of taste, but it was common for
women of the time to cultivate this
vague quality in appointing the
home.xxxix The artifact they shared
which inspired this paper was com-
mon, too; it spoke for convention
and for the pleasures of home.
Julia B. Warren was born in 1816

in Stamford, Connecticut, to James
Warner and Ruanna Barnum.xl Her
mother’s maiden name, Barnum, was
given as Julia’s middle name, and
she used a middle initial “B” her
whole life. This meant something in
Stamford—Julia descended from one
of the founders of the town, Thomas
Barnum. She and Ephraim Chauncey
(E. C.) Warren married in 1834 and
raised six children, five of them into
adulthood, in a comfortable home
on a tract of land owned by E.C.’s
brother, Joseph Warren, the owner of
the Canal Foundry in Stamford. (fig.
11) At the town’s center, E.C. had his
business of furniture making, under-
taking, and furniture dealing. In the
1840s he took over the substantial
business of Lyman Hoyt, also
descended from a founder of Stam-
ford.
E. C. Warren advertised vigorously

in The Stamford Advocate, from 1848
until his death in 1865. (fig. 12)xli

Also advertising vigorously in news-
papers in four states was George W.
Berry, a furniture maker from Boston.
A page from the Lowell Daily Citizen
and News on November 4, 1865 (fig.
13), shows a typical Berry advertise-
ment, which he also ran copiously in
The New Haven Daily Palladium (New
Haven is 41 miles from Stamford).xlii

Though 15 years younger than War-
ren, George Washington Berry’s life
ran parallel to Warren’s from the
1840s to 1863.xliii Berry worked as a
cabinet maker for A. G. Hamming in
Haymarket Square, Boston, when
Warren was a cabinet maker in Stam-
ford. Warren would acquire the busi-

ness of Lyman Hoyt, while Berry
would acquire the business of his
employer, A. G. Hamming in 1860.
Between 1860 and 1863, Warren and
Berry were prominent furniture man-
ufacturers and dealers in the central
shopping district of their respective
towns, Stamford and Boston, on the
Eastern seaboard, which was highly
connected by rail, mail, and print.
They were certainly aware of each
other, as their advertisements were
staples in newspapers. It is a safe
speculation that they met in busi-
ness.
A few time markers are important.

In 1863, George W. Berry was drafted
into the Union army. After the Civil
War ended, he threw himself back
into the furniture business, advertis-
ing with gusto beginning in August,
1865. I theorize that the gift was
given between 1860, when Berry
acquired Hamming’s business, and
1863 when he was drafted. Two
months before the end of the Civil
war and Berry’s return, E. C. Warren
died, in March of 1865. 1860-1863
are correct dates for Burr’s produc-
tion of the stereoview. Henrietta E.
Harris, Berry’s second wife, likely
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Fig. 11. Warren grave.

Fig. 12. E. C. Warren ad in The 
Stamford Daily Advocate, January 27,
1865.
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purchased the view for Julia around
this time. Could it have been pur-
chased or ordered from Coggeshall’s,
a stereoscopic views dealer in Low-
ell? Note their advertisement in the
lower left. (fig.13) 
Henrietta was the daughter of Josi-

ah Harris and Hannah Parker Stod-
dard of Charlestown, Massachusetts.
(fig. 14) She married George W. Berry
in 1857, and the couple lived at 81
High Street, Charlestown, now part
of the city of Boston. They eventual-
ly had a second home in Bethel, Ver-
mont, beginning in 1871. They had

no children. From 1891 to 1903,
each of them separately subscribed
to the Boston Museum of Fine Arts.
Berry was reported to be outgoing,
congenial and was the member of
several boards and fraternal organi-
zations.xliv Notice that the gravestone
(fig. 14) reads “wife of Geo. W. Berry.”
This exactly matches Henrietta’s
inscription of her married name—
”Mrs. Geo. W. Berry.” The abbrevia-
tion Geo. for George is found in
other documents for Berry, always
with the W. for Washington. 

Another possible connection bears
mention. In 1884, Julia B. Warren
lived with her daughter and son-in-
law, Charlotte and William Spencer
Dobson, in Newton, Massachusetts,
just outside Boston. A quick com-
mute into the city was available by
rail, no doubt a plus for William
Dobson, who worked in sales at 18
Central Street, Boston, about ten
blocks from the Geo. W. Berry build-
ing on Washington Street. At that
time, Berry had moved from furni-
ture to real estate and manufacturing,
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Fig. 13. Section of a page of ads, Lowell Daily Citizen and News, Nov. 4, 1865.
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but he retained his building on Hay-
market Square, which was a central
shopping location. The Dobsons
would certainly have found them-
selves in Haymarket Square. The date
of 1884 is, however, is less plausible
for the purchase of the view, as it is
estimably two decades after its pro-
duction.
The language of the inscription

has more to tell us. Henrietta did not
use her first name, and the word pre-
sented stands out for its formality—
“Presented by Mrs. Geo W. Berry to
Julia.” This does not read as a gift
between close friends but, rather, as
a token of friendship offered to
someone from whom a good
acquaintance is desired. The stere-
oview in the early 1860s was an
imported and novel form of pictur-
ing, and Henrietta liked art. Whimsi-
cal and just a bit naughty, this mar-
riage view bespoke the common
ground between them, permitting
the in-group joke. Note that Henriet-
ta was married only in 1857, so this
sort of joke was still fresh to her as a
young wife. It was just the sort of
thing an up-and-coming Boston gal
(known for education and culture)
might have found au courant.
The Warrens were fifteen years

senior to the Berrys, and E.C.’s busi-
ness was a model for how to start
out making cabinets and coffins and
end up with a big showroom in the
center of town, complete with crock-
ery and fancy looking glasses. These
towns and the business men who
ran them, especially those in the
same trade, formed a connected net-
work. The trade in furniture from
New York, the incessant rail travel
crisscrossing the Eastern seaboard
and the bombardment of newspaper
advertising meant contact. The fact
that P. T. Barnum was touting his
new museum (center column fig. 13)
in New York to a readership in Low-
ell, Massachusetts, meant that the
distance between the cities was no
problem for drawing visitors. Trans-
port and shipping were reliable, as
we can tell from the advertisement
for Teas! Teas! Teas! (center column
fig. 13) from a business in New York.
Such imported luxury items, includ-
ing stereoviews, were in demand.
Amid the spectacle, imports, and

travel, “Ruth and Obadiah” was a
joke about stasis, silly yet solemn. It
serviced as a light-hearted commen-
tary on that all-import office, mar-

riage. It made a connection between
couples a generation apart, from the
wife of a furniture dealer in Boston
to the wife of a furniture dealer in
Stamford. It spoke, too, for the furni-
ture both husbands manufactured
and sold. This in-joke related, as well,
to a wider culture of quickly passing
vistas, volumetric vision, and volu-
minous skirts. The dreadfully named
Mrs. Blood sold those hoop skirts,
which in the advertisement are pic-
tured morbidly above coffins, which
Warren also sold. (fig. 13) The cage
crinolines somehow squeezed in
Berry’s chamber furniture, next to
the stereoscope in the parlor, where
the spectacle of 3-D passed between
the women, along with tea cups. 
From Caroline Naudet’s “Le Pre-

mière nuit des Noces” to Susanna
Centlivre’s Obadiah Prim—and
everybody’s Ruth—this joke was
sourced in women’s imagination,
becoming an icon in the nineteenth
century. Michael Burr tapped into
the popular theme, exporting it to
the U.S., where John Parry’s “Sister
Ruth” was already waiting, as was
Henrietta, who found a trendy gift
for Julia that spoke for the central
condition of women’s lives and their
livelihood—married and well-fur-
nished. In iconography, characteriza-
tion, matronage, and audience, Ruth
and Obadiah sit comfortably in
women’s culture, frozen in that
moment before what cannot be pic-
tured by Victorian standards but is
suggested through jest. Women had
interest in such suggestiveness; they
created, purchased, signed and
shared a dirty joke.
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As one of the benefits of membership,
NSA members are offered free use of

classified advertising. Members may use
100 words per year, divided into three ads
with a maximum of 35 words per ad.
Additional words or additional ads may be
inserted at the rate of 20¢ per word.
Please include payments with ads. We
cannot provide billings. Ads will be placed
in the issue being assembled at the time of
their arrival unless a specific later issue is
requested.
Send all ads, with payment, to: 
STEREO WORLD Classifieds, 
5610 SE 71st, Portland, OR 97206.
(A rate sheet for display ads is available
from the same address. Please send SASE.)
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Wanted
NORMAN ROCKWELL 3 reel V-M set made by
Snap 3D. I need 3 sets in total. Contact:
petersinclairtoronto@gmail.com.

REALIST FORMAT SLIDES or VM Personal Reels
from 1960s with Ford Econoline E100 pickup
truck (front looks like a van with no engine out
front) as main subject or in background. 
trymymailbox@gmail.com.

SAILING stereos wanted, especially America’s
Cup, information exchange or a friendly chat are
very welcomed. Please contact karldaix@web.de

SINGLE VIEWS, or complete sets of “Longfellow’s
Wayside Inn” done by D. C. Osborn, Artist, Ass-
abet, Mass., Lawrence M. Rochette, 169 Wood-
land Drive, Marlborough, MA 01752.

STEREO REALIST research project - advertising
campaign from 1951 to 1955. Need high res.
scans of the Stereo Realist News. Issues need-
ed: 1952, issues No. 2, 4 & 5. 1953, issues No.
2,3 & 5. 1954, all issues except March &
November. 1955, all issues except November.
Please contact Ralph Reiley at reileys@att.net.

STEREOVIEW, V-M, 3D SLIDES or anything 3D of
Ontario, Canada (especially Toronto). Only want
scans or copies of images (not originals). These
probably can be sent over the internet. Contact:
petersinclairtoronto@gmail.com.

STUTTGART (Germany) views. Mostly looking for
flat-mount views labelled “Stuttgart”, “Württem-
berg - Stuttgardt”, “Cannstatt” or “Berg”. Also
views by Brandseph, Autenrieth, Schaller or
Zabuesnig. Contact Alexander by e-mail at
klein@stereoscopy.com or (415) 852-9911.

SURPRISE TISSUES wanted, especially unusual
ones other than moons and clouds. Will buy or
trade. Please send details to britishstereos
@hotmail.com.

THE DETROIT Stereographic Society invites you
to attend our monthly meetings at the Livonia
Senior Center, on the second Wednesdays, 
September through June. Visit our website
www.Detroit3D.org or call Dennis Green at
(248) 398-3591.

WILLIAM ENGLAND/LSC: American views. Need
scans of: Indian women at bead-work; A way-
side scene/organ-grinders; The flume, White
Mountains (with WE blindstamp). Information
on boxed set of this series? Please contact 
Gerlind Lorch at william.england@web.de.

YOU COULD HAVE told the world of your stereo
needs in this ad space! Your membership enti-
tles you to 100 words per year, divided into
three ads with a maximum of 35 words per ad.
Additional words and additional ads may be
inserted at the rate of 20¢ per word. Send ads
to Stereo World Classifieds, 5610 SE 71st, 
Portland, OR 97206 or strwld@teleport.com.
A rate sheet for display ads is available upon
request. (Please send SASE for rate sheet.)

For Sale 
ARCHITECTURE and Design Classics in View-
Master® 3D including houses by Frank Lloyd
Wright, Bruce Goff, Charles Eames and others.
For full listing, visit viewproductions.com

BACK ISSUES of Stereo World magazine. These
are new old stock and span mainly from volume
16 (1989) to volume 27 (2000) but I have other
issues too in smaller quantities. Please see my
web page: http://www.drt3d.com/SW/ or contact
George Themelis at drt-3d@live.com, 
440-666-4006.

BRASS CROSS PIECE for scope repairers or
builders. Fits under stage (picture holder).
Works with Holmes viewer or new application.
$5.00 postpaid, check or M.O., Jerry Morrow,
1745 Malachi Ct., Loganville, GA 30052.

SHACKLETON’S 1907-1909 British Antarctic
Expedition, a Journey in 3-D, new book by 
NSA member Ron Blum illustrated with never
before published views. Available from: 
South Australian Museum Bookshop
shop.samuseum.sa.gov.au/en/newproducts. 
See the first tow of ship to the Antarctic, the
first motor car in the region and the first ponies
on the southern continent.

STEREOJET, the
successor to Vec-
tographs. StereoJet
polarized digital
color prints were
available for a short
time through a lim-
ited number of sell-
ers in the early
2000s. Studio 3D was one of those licensed
bureaus, and is now offering the remaining vin-
tage and modern images in this rare format on
eBay starting at $16.95. Just search for Stereo-
Jet for offerings.

STEREOSCOPES: The First One Hundred Years
by Paul Wing (1996), softcover 272 pages,
750+ illustrations. Shrink wrapped NEW! Exclu-
sive here $60 US postpaid; check with order
please: Russell Norton PO Bx 1070 New Haven
CT 06504 / stereoview.com

THE DETROIT Stereographic Society invites you
to attend our monthly meetings at the Livonia
Senior Center, on the second Wednesdays, 
September through June. Visit our website
www.Detroit3D.org or call Dennis Green at
(248) 398-3591.

For Sale 
VISIT www.stereoscopy.com/3d-books and have
a look into the five View-Master Collector’s
Guides: a total of 2,164 pages of View-Master
information, including 132 color pages showing
old V-M ads and 1,300 V-M packet covers.

Wanted
ALABAMA STEREOVIEWS. Michael McEachern,
711 South 3rd St., Hamilton, MT 59840. (406)
363-7507. cave3D@msn.com.

ALASKA, KLONDIKE stereos especially Muy-
bridge, Maynard, Brodeck, Haynes, McIntire. L.
Hensel, Masterson of Pennsylvania, New York.
Also buying any old Alaska photographs, books,
postcards, ephemera, etc. Wood, Box 22165,
Juneau, AK 99802, (907) 789-8450.

ANY IMAGES of Nevada City or Grass Valley, 
California. Mautz, 329 Bridge Way, Nevada City,
CA 95959, cmautz@nccn.net.

BLACK HILLS Stereoviews from 1874-1880, and
photographers. (Book in progress.) Also want
any other Dakota, So. Dakota and No. Dakota
photographs and stereos. Robert Kolbe, 1301 
S Duluth Ave, Sioux Falls, SD 57105, (605) 
360-0031.

CANADIAN VIEWS:
Montreal and Que-
bec City stereos,
larger formats and
photo albums want-
ed! Taken before
1910. Especially
Vallee, Ellisson, Not-

man, Parks, or other fine photographers. Email
Pierre Lavoie at papiolavoie@hotmail.com or
call (418)440-7698.

COLLECT, TRADE, BUY & SELL: 19th Century
images (cased, stereo, Cdv, cabinet & large
paper) Bill Lee, 8658 Galdiator Way, Sandy, UT
84094. billleetle@juno.com. Specialties: 
Western, Locomotives, Photographers, Indians,
Mining, J. Carbutt, Expeditions, Ships, Utah and
occupational.

COMICAL STEREO view Sets in Good to Very
Good Condition ed.minas409@gmail.com.

I BUY ARIZONA PHOTOGRAPHS! Stereoviews,
cabinet cards, mounted photographs, RP post
cards, albums and photographs taken before
1920. Also interested in Xeroxes of Arizona
stereographs and photos for research. Will pay
postage and copy costs. Jeremy Rowe, 2120 S.
Las Palmas Cir., Mesa, AZ 85202.

KEYSTONE VIEW SALESMAN MANUALS, circu-
lars, and ephemera - originals, reprints, or
xeroxes wanted. The earlier the better! Email
Leigh Gleason, leigh.e.gleason@gmail.com or
call 951-213-1501.

LOOKING FOR an E&HT Anthony catalog of
stereoviews, if such item exists! Digital or paper
edition, possibly by Tex Treadwell. Contact Bill
@ Bstahl7@comcast.net.

MUYBRIDGE VIEWS - Top prices paid. Also
Michigan and Mining - the 3Ms. Many views
available for trade. Leonard Walle,
viscata@aol.com.
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19th and 
Early 20th
Century

Stereoviews
For Sale
Over 10,000 

all illustrated, graded 
& priced,(including glass 
views), work by Bedford, 
England, Sedgfield etc. 

Especially strong on UK 
and European views.

Only online at:
www.worldofstereoviews.com

will leave many readers attempting
to use the viewer and seeing only
pseudoscopic images. In one case,
readers may miss a rare opportunity
to view a Salvador Dali stereo paint-
ing, as the large pair of images on
pages 24 and 25 definitely requires
cross-viewing. The use of little
crossed or parallel arrows in the cap-
tions would have been an easy and
helpful addition to an otherwise very
well designed book.

But the various experiments with
interactive holography, multimedia
performance art, head-mounted
viewing devices etc. eventually led to
today’s boom in VR hardware and
software.
While 3D: DOUBLE VISION is more

conceptually comprehensive than
historically comprehensive, the final
chapter, “3D Timeline,” provides a
decade by decade (1830s to the pres-
ent) historical grounding for readers
less familiar with basic developments
in stereoscopy. The 28 well illustrat-
ed pages should easily provide
enough to send anyone whose inter-
est has been roused to the bibliogra-
phy for a deeper dose of 3-D, where
works by 15 NSA members past or
present are included.
For readers inclined to denigrate

the significance of stereoscopy in
any form, the book does its best to
deepen their perspective. Anaglyphic
glasses and a large-lens lorgnette
viewer are provided inside the front
cover. The instructions beneath their

pockets also include (a wonderful
rarity for a book of this type), brief
tips for freeviewing pairs by both
parallel and cross-viewing techniques.
But at this point can be found an
error that could frustrate readers new
to viewing stereos. The instructions
state that cross-viewing is “for the
historical image pairs” when of
course most of those in the book
need only the lorgnette viewer or an
enhanced skill at parallel viewing. 
For the several untransposed pairs

in the book, the cross-viewing
instructions could be a help but
those pairs are unidentified, which
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Fig. 14. Berry Grave.
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